and Germany through 1850. The knowledge that everyone, including Pushkin, read Scott makes his novels plausible intertexts, while Cottin's equal success among readers internationally with a handful of novels lies buried in book history along with that of other sentimental novelists.
Pushkin borrowed widely in his poetry too, but with this elevated genre he did not risk his reputation as he might as a novelist because of the commodification of novels. Like other wellknown Russian writers, in 1825 and 1829 Pushkin self-published the first chapter of Eugene Onegin (a job Petr Pletnev took on later) in the hopes of making more money than a publisher would give him. 12 Pushkin prefaces it by a dedication to his brother, Lev Pushkin, an introduction that subtly reminds readers about his successful Ruslan and Ludmila, and the poem "Conversation of Bookseller with Poet," which justifies receiving money for art-all to distance himself from the crass business of publication and maintain his artistic independence and noble reputation.
A quantitative, sociological study of novels in the Russian literary market and Pushkin enriches qualitative analysis and suggests new approaches. Mikhail Bakhtin, in his notes for a lost study on the importance and enduring power of sentimentalism ("The Problem of Sentimentalism"), proposed to begin with Fedor Dostoevsky and "trace the elements of sentimentalism to the present day (to B. Brecht)." 13 He singled out sentimentalism's core idea as "the inner connections between people," as opposed to their social and economic connections, Fortin term this kind of erasure the "empty field phenomenon," a mechanism whereby men sought to edge women out as high-culture novelists in England, to reestablish writing as a male profession once writing became more lucrative.
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Moretti has roughly calculated the foreign novels available from 1750 to 1850 in various European countries and not surprisingly, the centers of novel production-France, Britain, and Germany-imported the least (less than 50%), while they supplied novels to the rest of Europe:
Spain (50%), Italy (50%), Poland (70%), Denmark (80%), and Russia (80% erasing the last traces of Genlis's omnipresence for Pushkin and Russian readers in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries.
Pushkin and Cottin
Like de Staël, Pushkin not only positioned himself apart from the market for popular novels, but also engaged critically with sentimental novels. As he was finishing Evgenii Onegin and had begun to write prose fiction, Pushkin sought to combine his interests in Russian history and the nobility with the drama of duty, virtue and love in sentimental novels. In Tatiana famously tells Onegin, a noble nobody without a service career and its concomitant rank, that although she loves him, she is married and will be faithful. A year later, Pushkin devised a similar ending for the unpublished "Dubrovsky," in which a general's daughter is married against her will to Prince Vereisky, with two chivalric orders and three thousand serfs, because her noble lover Dubrovsky, an officer in the elite Guards turned outlaw, fails to rescue her; like Tatiana, Maria Kirillovna vows to be faithful. In the prose fiction he began writing in 1827, Pushkin intertwined sentimental love affairs with displays of noble duty and virtue against the background of his own family history, the Time of Troubles around 1600, the Pugachev revolt in 1773, and the War of 1812 (in which Tatiana's husband participated).
Like Pushkin and Tatiana, most Russian writers, their characters, and their readers were nobles and in this they differed significantly from their European counterparts as represented for example in Cottin's novels. In Russia noblemen and women belonged to the system of military, civil, and court state service that Peter the Great instituted with the 1800 -1917 : Biograficheskii slovar', ed. P. A. Nikolaev, vol. 1, 5 vols. (Moscow, 1989 As Pushkin embedded heroines in Russian history and noble culture, he continued to reference sentimental novels, still an elevated sub-genre of the novel, even as he moved away from the heroine poignantly suffering in love, which he describes in a letter in 1825: "women have no character, they have passions in their youth, and that's why it is so easy to portray them" While the ladies in "Novel in Letters" discuss love, novels and noble status, the gentlemen write about "the rapid decline of our nobility," "ancient families," "our historic lineage," and conclude that "service aristocracy cannot replace a hereditary aristocracy" in Russia's "historical heritage" of her new persona as a society woman are in his other works at this time, especially "Novel in Letters," which he wrote shortly before he returned to Tatiana.
In russifying his sentimental heroines, Pushkin engaged in the conflicts of the literary market through Liza, who attacks the outdated, fusty nature of "ancient" foreign sentimental novels:
You cannot imagine how strange it is in 1829 to read a novel written in 1775. It seems as if from our living room we suddenly enter an ancient room upholstered in brocade, and sit in stuffed satin armchairs, and near us see strange dresses, but familiar faces, and recognize in them our grandfathers and grandmothers, but younger. For the most part these novels have no other merit. An absorbing event, a situation nicely complicated, but 
